School of Social Sciences and Psychology

“Crowd Safety and Risk Analysis”

Date: 19th July, Parramatta South Campus
Time: 12:00pm-1:00pm, Room: PS-EE.G.02

Bio:

Professor Keith Still

Keith is the Professor of Crowd Science at Manchester Metropolitan University in the UK. For over 25 years his work has focussed on study of crowd dynamics and crowd behaviour. He has developed a range of crowd simulation products (Legion, Myriad, Paramics UAF), teaching and training programmes. Prof. Still lectures around the world on the principles and applications of crowd science to a wide audience including site design and planning teams, operations and production teams, crowd managers, police officers, licensing officials, crowd security and events contractors.

He developed the Foundation Degree Module “Introduction to Crowd Science” and the BA (Hons) Module “Applied Crowd Science” for Bucks New University. He is developing and delivering an online MSc “Crowd Safety and Risk Analysis at Manchester Metropolitan University (UK) and is the author of the book “Introduction to Crowd Science”.

Abstract:

Professor Still developed and teaches a short course on crowd safety and risk analysis delivered at client sites around the world as a bridging course between industry experience and academia. The course takes the delegates from basic understanding of crowd safety and risk analysis in places of public assembly and works through the principles and applications of causality for major incidents. Typical delegates include site or venue operational managers, stewarding and security organisations, police officers, architects and local authority officers with licensing, planning or leisure management responsibilities.
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